1999 mustang fuse box

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Ford Mustang in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Mustang is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Fords have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Mustang is located. If your Mustang has many options like a sunroof, navigation,
heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make
sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to
replace a blown fuse in your Mustang, make sure you replace it with one that has the same
amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question
doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They
should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some
other problem with your Mustang. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it
is probably not getting enough juice from and will likely wear out sooner. Leaking coolant is
usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced. This video shows you how to quickly
plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the
styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Learn how to jack up your car. A few key tips
will make jacking up your car much safer. Clean the gunk off of your battery. Plug minor coolant
leaks. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times per year. See all videos for the
Ford Mustang. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Fuse
box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford Mustang , , , , , If
electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and
blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check
the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside
the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The fuse panel is located below and
to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses.
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automotive car industry. From the invention of classic cars to power-packed beast cars, it has
proved its mettle. Ford Mustang is among that beast from the house of Ford that has gained
massive popularity. The fourth generation of the Ford Mustang was one of the classic cars with
a power-packed mechanism and practical features. From that, it has acquired different features
that prove it as best in class. The fourth- generation mustangs are equipped with traditional
appearance and design with side scoop sculpturing, grille opening, and tri-bar taillights. Apart
from regular features, the different variants have some innovative ones also. When it comes to
power Ford mustang is the leading car in its segment that provides massive power. With the

class-apart features, this model has gained different accolades and awards such as the "Car of
the Year" award for the new '94 model. If you are a performance enthusiast, then the engine
capacity of the Ford Mustang will help you in getting a unique power- packed performance. With
the V8 engine options, one can get optimal torque and power. It is among those supercharged
cars that are potent in providing almost all the features. After the model was produced in , it has
experienced different upgrades and technological changes. The introduction of 4. It is one of
the most popular engines in this model due to its optimal performance and effective
mechanism. This model is among the best in class cars for those who want power-packed
performance and a beast oriented one. To date, it is among the most preferred power packed
cars that have its style statement. The unique experience of power and elegance lures the
people towards it. The fuse panel is located below and to the left of the steering wheel by the
brake pedal. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses. The power distribution box is located
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these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of
your Ford Mustang in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical components such
as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have fuses and if they
suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your Mustang is
experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because they are
relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Fords have multiple interior fuse boxes
including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your
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all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse
in your Mustang, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown
fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to
figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Mustang. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of
cars on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace a burnt out DRL. DRLs are on more
than your headlights. They burn out faster and should be replaced regularly. Learn how to jack
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the following section on Warnings. Indicates vehicle information related to recycling and other
environmental concerns will follow. Correct vehicle usage and the authorized disposal of waste
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Instrumentation Instrumentation Headlamp control pg. If one or both of the indicators stay on
continuously or flash faster, check for a burned-out turn signal bulb. Page 7 Instrumentation
High beams Illuminates when the high beam headlamps are turned on. Safety belt Momentarily
illuminates when the ignition is turned to the ON position to remind you to fasten your safety
belts. For more information, refer to the Seating and safety restraints chapter. Charging system
Illuminates when the ignition is turned to The OBD II system protects the environment by
ensuring that your vehicle continues to meet government emission standards. No additional
vehicle service is required. If the Service Engine Soon light remains on, have your vehicle
serviced at the first available opportunity. Light is blinking: Engine misfire is occurring which
could damage your catalytic converter. It also illuminates when the Traction Control system
begins applying and releasing the brakes and adjusting the engine characteristics to limit a
wheelspin condition. It will be lit for a minimum of four seconds or for the duration of the
Traction Control event. Page Headlamps On Warning Chime and more needs to be added. This
lamp will also illuminate when the ignition is turned to ON and the engine is off. For more
information on adding engine coolant, refer to Engine coolant in the Maintenance and care
chapter. Safety belt warning chime Chimes to remind you to fasten your safety belts. Page Fuel
Gauge Instrumentation Optional instrument cluster gauges Fuel gauge Displays approximately
how much fuel is in the fuel tank when the key is in the ON position. The fuel gauge may vary
slightly when the vehicle is in motion. The ignition should be in the OFF position while the
vehicle is being refueled. Page The Vehicle Never remove the coolant reservoir cap while the
engine is running or hot. This gauge indicates the temperature of the engine coolant, not the
coolant level. If the coolant is not at its proper level the gauge indication will not be accurate.
Page Trip Odometer Instrumentation Tachometer Indicates the engine speed in revolutions per
minute. Driving with your tachometer pointer at the top of the scale or in the red zone may
damage the engine. Base instrument cluster Standard instrument cluster Trip odometer
Registers the kilometers miles of individual journeys. Page 15 Battery voltage gauge This gauge
shows the battery voltage when the ignition is in the ON position. Engine oil pressure gauge
This shows the engine oil pressure in the Pull the headlamp control toward you to the outer
position to turn on the headlamps in addition to the previous lamps. To turn on the courtesy
lamps: Rotate fully counterclockwise. Temperature control knob Controls the temperature of the
airflow inside the vehicle. Mode selector control Controls the direction of the airflow to the
inside of the vehicle. In snowy or dirty conditions, leave the mode selector in the OFF position

when the ignition is turned off. Page 20 Controls and features the windshield defroster ducts. It
can be used to clear ice or fog from the windshield. Page Volume Control top of your instrument
panel. These objects can fall down into the defroster outlets and block airflow and possibly
damage your climate control system. Do not place objects on top of the instrument panel, as
these objects may become projectiles in a collision or sudden stop. Tune adjust in radio mode
Tune adjust allows you to tune in a particular radio station. Page 23 Seek function in tape mode
The Automatic Music Search AMS feature allows you to quickly locate the beginning of the tape
selection being played or to skip to the next selection. Press the AMS control. Press to listen to
the previous selection on the tape. Page 24 Controls and features Setting memory preset
stations 1. Select a station. Refer to Tune adjust or Seek function for more information on
selecting a station. Press and hold a memory preset control until the sound returns, indicating
the station is Speaker balance adjust Speaker sound distribution can be adjusted between the
right and left speakers. Play will continue once the beginning of the tape is reached or rewind is
stopped. Press to fast forward the tape. Volume control Press the control to raise or lower
volume. Page 28 Controls and features Tune adjust Tune adjust works in radio mode and allows
you to manually tune in a particular radio station. The display reads TUNE. Press the SEEK
control to move up or down through the frequencies. Page 29 Press to listen to the next
selection on the tape. Scan function The scan function works in radio, tape and CD mode if
equipped. Scan function in radio mode This feature allows you to scan the frequency band,
stopping on each listenable station for approximately a five-second sampling. Page 30 Controls
and features Press to scan forward selections. Radio station memory preset The radio is
equipped with five station memory preset controls. Page 32 Controls and features Tape play
select Insert a cassette tape into the cassette deck. Push only slightly when inserting a cassette
tape with the open edge to the right. A cassette deck loading mechanism pulls the tape in the
rest of the way. Press to set the hours. Press to set the minutes. Page 34 Controls and features
wish to maintain your preset volume level, turn the audio system off with the power control
before switching off the ignition. Page 35 Seek function in radio mode Press to find the next
listenable station down the frequency band. Press to find the next listenable station up the
frequency band. Scan function The scan function works in radio mode. Press and hold a
memory preset control until the sound returns, indicating the station is held in memory on the
control you selected. If the battery is disconnected, the memory preset stations will need to be
reset. Automatic memory store if equipped Automatic memory store allows you to set strong
radio stations without losing your original manually Speaker fade adjust Speaker sound
distribution can be adjusted between the front and rear speakers. Page 38 Controls and features
Press the control for more than three seconds for fast forward action. CD eject Press the control
to stop and eject a CD. If a disc is ejected from the CD player but is not removed within
approximately 10 seconds, the player will automatically reload the disc for storage unless the
disc is automatically ejected because it was inserted upside down, in which case the disc The
CD player will begin scanning the CD, stopping on each listenable track for approximately eight
seconds. Page 41 Compression adjust brings soft and loud CD passages together for a more
consistent listening level. Shuffle feature The shuffle feature plays all tracks on the current CD
in random order. Random order play will continue until the control is pressed again. Allow the
player to cool down before operating. A disc with format and dimensions not within industry
standards is inserted. Cleaning compact discs Inspect all discs for contamination before
playing. If necessary, clean discs only with an approved CD cleaner and wipe from the center
out to the edge. If service is necessary, see your dealer or a qualified technician. Page 45 Mist
Function To operate the Mist function of the windshield wipers, push and release the windshield
washer control quickly. The wipers will cycle one or two times. Page 46 Controls and features 5.
START, cranks the engine. Release the key as soon as the engine starts. Hold the control while
adjusting the wheel to the desired position, then release the Once speed control is switched off,
the previously programmed set speed will be erased. For speed control to operate, the speed
control must be ON and the vehicle Each press will increase the set speed by 1. Page 49 To
disengage speed control Depress the brake pedal or Depress the clutch pedal if equipped
Disengaging the speed control will not erase the previously programmed set speed. Pressing
OFF will erase the previously programmed set speed. Press the controls on either side of each
map lamp to activate the lamps. Page 51 Controls and features Express down To make the
driver window open fully without holding the window control, press the driver window control
completely down and release quickly. Depress again to stop window operation. Window lock
The window lock feature allows only the driver to operate the power windows. Page 52 Controls
and features 2. Move the control in the direction you wish to tilt the mirror. Return to the center
position to lock mirrors in place. Page 53 Controls and features Foglamp control if equipped
Turn on the parking lamps or the low-beam headlamps. Press the top portion of the foglamp

control, located on the center console, to activate the foglamps. The foglamp LED will illuminate
when the foglamps are on. Press the bottom portion of the foglamp control to deactivate the
foglamps. Page 54 Controls and features 2. Check the convertible top stowage compartment
behind the rear seat to be sure it is empty and ready to receive the top. Unclamp the top from
the windshield header at both the right and left sides by pulling each clamp rearward until the
hook in the windshield header is free. Page 55 Controls and features 2. Push boot forward until
rear attachment engages under molding. Push forward flap of boot until both clips engage
under trim panel edge. Repeat on other side of vehicle. Tuck side attachments under molding.
Page 56 Controls and features Raising the convertible top The convertible top will not operate
unless the parking brake is engaged. Do not raise the top while the vehicle is moving because
the top may be severely damaged. To raise the convertible top: 1. The remote entry features
only operate with the ignition in the OFF position. If there is any potential remote keyless entry
problem with your vehicle, ensure ALL key fobs remote entry transmitters are brought to the
dealership, to aid in troubleshooting. Page 58 Controls and features Opening the trunk Press
the control once to open the trunk. Ensure that the trunk is closed and latched before driving
your vehicle. Failure to latch the trunk may cause objects to fall out of the trunk or block the
rear view. Sounding a panic alarm Press this control to activate the alarm. Page 59 The inside
lights will not turn off if: they have been turned on with the dimmer control or any door is open.
The battery saver will shut off the interior lamps 30 minutes after the ignition has been turned to
the OFF position, 10 minutes after if the door is left open, and 30 minutes after if the trunk is left
open or the dome lamp switch is left on. Page 60 Controls and features weather conditions
nearby radio towers structures around the vehicle other vehicles parked next to the vehicle To
replace the batteries: 1. Twist a thin coin between the two halves of the transmitter near the key
ring. Page 61 The SecuriLock compatible with aftermarket remote start systems. Use of these
systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Large metallic
objects or devices such as the Mobil Speedpass on the same key ring as your SecuriLock key
may cause vehicle starting problems. Page 62 Controls and features Programming spare
SecuriLock Spare SecuriLock your dealership and programmed to your SecuriLock passive
anti-theft system up to a total of 8 keys. Your dealership can program your new SecuriLock key
s to your vehicle or you can do it yourself using the following simple procedure. Page 63 4. The
purpose of these head restraints is to help limit head motion in the event of a rear collision. To
properly adjust your head restraints, lift the head restraint so that it is located directly behind
your head or as close to that position as possible. Page 65 Seating and safety restraints Lift
handle to move seat forward or backward. Pull lever up to adjust seatback. Do not pile cargo
higher than the seatbacks to avoid injuring people in a collision or sudden stop. Page 66
Seating and safety restraints Press to raise or lower the front portion of the seat cushion. Press
to raise or lower the rear portion of the seat cushion. Press the control to move the seat
forward, backward, up or down. Using the power lumbar support if equipped The power lumbar
control is located on Move the control up to increase firmness and down to decrease firmness.
To lower the seatback s from inside the vehicle, pull tab to release seat back and then fold
seatback down. Page 69 Seating and safety restraints It is extremely dangerous to ride in a
cargo area, inside or outside of a vehicle. In a collision, people riding in these areas are more
likely to be seriously injured or killed. Do not allow people to ride in any area of your vehicle
that is not equipped with seats and safety belts. Page 70 Seating and safety restraints 1. Insert
the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming
from until you hear a snap and feel it latch. Make sure the tongue is securely fastened in the
buckle. Page 71 Seating and safety restraints The automatic locking mode is not available on
the driver safety belt. Anytime a child safety seat is installed in a passenger front or outboard
rear seating position if equipped. Page 72 Seating and safety restraints Allow the belt to retract.
As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound. This indicates the safety belt is now in the
automatic locking mode. Page 73 if equipped , child safety seat tether bracket assemblies if
equipped , and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford recommends that
all safety belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. However, if the
collision was minor and a Page 74 Seating and safety restraints Failure to inspect and if
necessary replace the safety belt assembly under the above conditions could result in severe
personal injuries in the event of a collision. Refer to Cleaning and maintaining the safety belts in
the Maintenance and care section. Always transport children 12 years old and under in the back
seat and always properly use appropriate child restraints. Page 76 Seating and safety restraints
Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the Air Bag Supplemental Restraint System or its
fuses. See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Children and air bags For additional important
safety information, read all information on safety restraints in this guide. Page 77 Seating and
safety restraints How does the air bag supplemental restraint system work? The air bag SRS is

designed to activate when the vehicle sustains longitudinal deceleration sufficient to cause the
sensors to close an electrical circuit that initiates air bag inflation. Page 78 Seating and safety
restraints considerable force, there is the risk of death or serious injuries such as fractures,
facial and eye injuries or internal injuries, particularly to occupants who are not properly
restrained or are otherwise out of position at the time of air bag deployment. Thus, it is
extremely important that occupants be properly restrained as far away from the air bag module
as possible while maintaining vehicle control. Page 79 Seating and safety restraints A difficulty
with the system is indicated by one or more of the following: The readiness light will either flash
or stay lit. The readiness light will not illuminate immediately after ignition is turned on. A series
of five beeps will be heard. The tone pattern will repeat periodically until the problem and light
are repaired. Page 80 Do not leave children, unreliable adults, or pets unattended in your
vehicle. To improve the fit of lap and shoulder belts on children who have outgrown child safety
seats, Ford recommends use of a belt-positioning booster seat that is labelled as conforming to
all Federal motor Page 81 Seating and safety restraints seats raise the child and provide a
shorter, firmer seating cushion that encourages safer seating posture and better fit of lap and
shoulder belts on the child. Page 82 Refer to Automatic locking mode passenger side front and
outboard rear seating positions if equipped. Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat
having a top tether strap. Install the child safety seat in a seating position which is capable of
providing a tether anchorage. Page 83 Seating and safety restraints Installing child safety seats
in combination lap and shoulder belt seating positions If you must use a forward facing child
seat in the front seat reminder children 12 years old and unders should always be properly
restrained in the rear seat. Page 84 Seating and safety restraints 3. Be sure the belt webbing is
not twisted. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction
Page 85 Tether anchorage hardware Attachment holes at each rear seating position have been
provided in your vehicle to attach anchor hardware, if desired. Tether anchorage hardware kits
part number D74 including instructions, may be obtained at no charge from any Ford or Page 86
Seating and safety restraints Lincoln-Mercury dealer. All vehicles built for sale in Canada
include a tether anchor hardware kit. Tighten the anchor according to specifications. Otherwise,
the safety seat may not be properly secured and the child may be injured in a sudden stop or
collision. This system meets all Canadian Interference-Causing Equipment standard
requirements regulating the impulse electrical field strength of radio noise. When starting a
fuel-injected engine, avoid pressing the accelerator before or during starting. Only use the
accelerator when you have difficulty starting the engine. When the engine starts, the idle RPM
runs faster to warm the engine. If the engine idle speed does not slow down automatically, have
the vehicle checked. Do not allow the vehicle to idle for more than ten minutes at high engine
RPM. Page 89 3. Make sure the corresponding lights illuminate briefly. If a light fails to
illuminate, have the vehicle serviced. Turn the key to 5 START without pressing the accelerator
pedal and release as soon as the engine starts. The key will return to 4 ON. Page 91 Guarding
against exhaust fumes Although odorless and colorless, carbon monoxide is present in exhaust
fumes. Take precautions to avoid its dangerous effects. If you ever smell exhaust fumes of any
kind inside your vehicle, have your dealer inspect and fix your vehicle immediately. Do not drive
if you smell exhaust fumes. Refer to the scheduled maintenance guide for scheduled
maintenance. In normal operation, automotive brake systems may emit occasional or
intermittent squeal or groan noises when the brakes are applied. Page 93 The ABS operates by
detecting the onset of wheel lockup during brake applications and compensating for this
tendency. The wheels are prevented from locking even when the brakes are firmly applied. The
accompanying illustration depicts the advantage of an ABS equipped vehicle on bottom to a
non-ABS equipped vehicle on top during hard braking with loss of front braking traction. Page
94 Driving stopping distance. Always leave enough room between your vehicle and the vehicle
in front of you to stop. We recommend that you familiarize yourself with this braking technique.
However, avoid taking any unnecessary risks. Hydraulic brake booster system Hydroboost The
Hydroboost system receives fluid pressure from the power steering pump to provide power
assist during braking. Page 95 when the ignition is turned ON until the parking brake is
released. Always set the parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is securely latched
in P Park automatic transmission or in 1 First Gear manual transmission. The parking brake is
not recommended to stop a moving vehicle. Page 96 Driving controlled by automatically
applying and releasing the rear brakes in conjunction with engine torque reductions. Engine
torque reduction is realized via the fully electronic spark and fuel injection systems. This
process is very sensitive to driving conditions and very fast acting. Page 97 To prevent damage
to the power steering pump: Never hold the steering wheel to the extreme right or the extreme
left for more than a few seconds when the engine is running. Do not operate the vehicle with a
low power steering pump fluid level. Page 98 Driving Do not drive your vehicle until you verify

that the brakelamps are working. If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow it may be rocked out
by shifting from forward and reverse gears, stopping between shifts, in a steady pattern. Press
lightly on the accelerator in each gear. Make sure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park.
This position locks the transmission and prevents the rear wheels from turning. Always set the
parking brake fully and make sure the gearshift is securely latched in P Hold the brake pedal
down while in this gear. Overdrive The normal driving position for the best fuel economy.
Transmission operates in gears one through four. Page instrument cluster. Transmission
operates in gears one through three. If towing a trailer, refer to Driving while you tow in the
Trailer Towing chapter. When starting a vehicle with a manual transmission, you must: 1. This
will damage the clutch. Upshift according to the following chart: Upshifts when accelerating
recommended for best fuel economy 1 - 2 2 - 3 3 - 4 4 - Page Driving 4. Turn the ignition key to
position 3 OFF. Do not park your vehicle in Neutral, it may move unexpectedly and injure
someone. Use 1 First gear and set the parking brake fully. Reverse You can shift into R Reverse
only by moving the gearshift to the right of 5 Fifth gear before you shift into R Reverse. Page
gearshift back into Neutral. Then, release the clutch pedal for a moment and repeat steps 2
through 4. Removing key from ignition Turn the ignition key to position 3 OFF. Push the release
lever forward and rotate the key towards you and remove. It does not include passengers or
aftermarket equipment. Payload: Combined maximum allowable weight of cargo, passengers
and optional equipment. Page Maximum Trailer Weight: maximum weight of a trailer the loaded
vehicle including passengers and cargo is permitted to tow. It is determined by subtracting the
weight of the loaded trailer towing vehicle from the GCWR for the towing vehicle. Trailer Weight
Range: Specified weight range that the trailer must fall within that ranges from zero to the
maximum trailer weight rating. Page Driving Always ensure that the weight of passengers,
cargo and equipment being carried is within the weight limitations that have been established
for your vehicle including both Gross Vehicle Weight and Front and Rear Gross Axle Weight
Rating limits. Under no circumstance should these limitations be exceeded. Page If you use a
rental trailer, follow the instructions that the rental agency gives to you. Do not attach safety
chains to the bumper. Servicing after towing If you tow a trailer for long distances, your vehicle
will require more frequent service intervals. Refer to your Scheduled Maintenance guide for
more information. Traction or brake capability may be limited and if the ignition system gets
wet, your engine may stall. The hazard flashers can be operated when the ignition is off. The
hazard lights control is located on top of the steering column. Page Use the following procedure
to reset the fuel pump shut-off switch. Turn the ignition to the OFF position. Check the fuel
system for leaks. If no fuel leak is apparent, reset the fuel pump shut-off switch by pushing in
on the reset button. Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. Always
replace the cover to the Power Distribution Box before reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid
reservoirs. Instead, gradually decrease your speed. Hold the steering wheel firmly and slowly
move to a safe place on the side of the road. Page Roadside emergencies Temporary spare tire
information Your vehicle may have a temporary spare tire. The temporary spare tire for your
vehicle is labeled as such. It is smaller than a regular tire and is designed for emergency use
only. Replace this tire with a full-size tire as soon as possible. Page Roadside emergencies 1.
Park on a level surface, activate hazard flashers and set parking brake. Remove the spare tire,
jack and lug wrench. Page Roadside emergencies Never use the rear differential as a jacking
point. To lessen the risk of personal injury, do not put any part of your body under the vehicle
while changing a tire. Do not start the engine when your vehicle is on the jack. Page not the
dealer to get a replacement key. Do not use an impact wrench with the anti-theft key. Page
Roadside emergencies Do not push start your vehicle. You could damage the catalytic
converter. Batteries contain sulfuric acid which can burn skin, eyes, and clothing, if contacted.
Do not attempt to push start your vehicle. Automatic transmissions do not have push-start
capability. Page Roadside emergencies Connecting the jumper cables 1. Note: In the
illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery. Page
Roadside emergencies 4. The preferred locations of an exposed metal part to ground the circuit
are the alternator mounting brackets or an engine lifting eye. Page Roadside emergencies
Removing the jumper cables Remove the jumper cables in the reverse order that they were
connected. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. After the disabled vehicle
has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the
engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page It is recommended that your vehicle be
towed with a wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company
has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If your vehicle is to be towed from the rear
using We provide a Scheduled Maintenance Guide which makes tracking routine service easy. If
your vehicle requires professional service, your dealership can provide necessary parts and
service. Page 2. Turn off the engine and remove the key. Block the wheels to prevent the vehicle

from moving unexpectedly. Manual transmission: 1. Set the parking brake. Depress the clutch
and place the gearshift in 1 First. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle located under
the bottom left corner of the instrument panel. HOOD 2. Go to the front of the vehicle and
release the auxiliary latch that is located under the front center of the hood. Engine oil filler cap
2. Engine oil dipstick 3. Brake fluid reservoir 4. Power distribution box 5. Windshield washer
fluid reservoir 6. Battery 7. Power steering fluid reservoir 8. Page Maintenance and care 4.
Engine oil dipstick 2. Brake fluid reservoir 3. Power distribution box 4. Windshield washer fluid
reservoir 5. Battery 6. Engine coolant reservoir 7. Engine oil filler cap 9. Turn the engine off and
wait a few minutes for the oil to drain into the oil pan. Set the parking brake and ensure the
gearshift is securely latched in P Park automatic transmissions or 1 First manual transmissions.
Oil levels above the MAX mark may cause engine damage. Some oil must be removed from the
engine by a service technician. Page Ford material and design specifications, startup engine
noises or knock may be experienced. It is recommended you use the appropriate Motorcraft oil
filter or another brand meeting Ford specifications for your engine application. Page 3. If
necessary, add brake fluid until the level reaches MAX. Do not fill above this line. Use only a
DOT 3 brake fluid certified to meet Ford specifications. Refer to Lubricant specifications in the
Capacities and specifications chapter. Page Brake fluid is toxic. If you use a brake fluid that is
not DOT 3, you will cause permanent damage to your brakes. Do not let the reservoir for the
master cylinder run dry. This may cause the brakes to fail. The reservoir is highlighted with a
symbol. If the level is low, add enough fluid to fill the reservoir. In very cold weather, do not fill
the reservoir all the way. Refer to the Scheduled Maintenance Guide for service interval
schedules. Be sure to read and understand Precautions when servicing your vehicle in this
chapter. If the engine coolant has not been checked at the recommended interval, the engine
coolant reservoir may become empty. Page Change your engine coolant according to the
appropriate schedule listed in the Scheduled Maintenance Guide. Recycled engine coolant Ford
Motor Company recommends that Ford and Lincoln-Mercury dealers use recycled engine
coolant produced by Ford-approved processes. Page Maintenance and care Always dispose of
used automotive fluids in a responsible manner. Start the engine and let it run until it reaches
normal operating temperature the engine coolant temperature gauge indicator will be near Page
Maintenance and care If your vehicle is equipped with a 4. Allow at least one-half hour after
driving for the power steering fluid to cool. Start the engine and allow the engine to idle. Page
Maintenance and care been operated for an extended period at high speeds, in city traffic during
hot weather or pulling a trailer, the vehicle should be turned off for about 30 minutes to allow
fluid to cool before checking. Drive the vehicle 30 km 20 miles or until it reaches normal
operating temperature. Page Maintenance and care could result when the vehicle reaches
normal operating temperature. High fluid level Fluid levels above the safe range may result Page
4. Add enough fluid through the filler opening so that the fluid level is at the bottom of the
opening. Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets Ford specifications.
Refer to the Capacities and specifications chapter. However, for severe usage or in high
temperature climates, check the battery electrolyte level. Refer to the Scheduled Maintenance
Guide for the service interval schedules. Page Batteries normally produce explosive gases
which can cause personal injury. Therefore, do not allow flames, sparks or lighted substances
to come near the battery. When working near the battery, always shield your face and protect
your eyes. Always provide proper ventilation. When lifting a plastic-cased battery, excessive
pressure on the end walls could cause acid to flow through the vent caps, resulting The
relearning process will automatically complete as you drive the vehicle. The vehicle may need
to be driven 16 km 10 miles or more to relearn the idle and fuel trim strategy. If you do not allow
the engine to relearn its idle trim, the idle quality of your vehicle may be adversely affected until
the idle trim is eventually relearned. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U.
Department of Transportation requires Ford to give you the following information Page
Treadwear Maintenance and care about tire grades exactly as the government has written it.
Treadwear The treadwear grade is a comparative rating based on the wear rate of the tire when
tested under controlled conditions on a specified government test course. Grades B and A
represent higher levels of performance on the laboratory test wheel than the minimum required
by law. The temperature grade for this tire is established for a tire that is properly inflated and
not overloaded. Page Maintenance and care 15 or 16 inch four tire rotation 17 inch four tire
rotation Replacing the tires Replace the tires when the wear band is visible through the tire
treads. Page Make sure that all replacement tires are of the same size, type, load-carrying
capacity and tread design e. Failure to follow these precautions may adversely affect the
handling of the vehicle and make it easier for the driver to lose control and roll over. Page
Maintenance and care The tires on your vehicle have all weather treads to provide traction in
rain and snow. However, in some climates, you may need to use snow tires and chains. Use

chains on the tires only in an emergency or if the law requires them. Page The fuel system may
be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until
it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Otherwise, fuel may spray out and injure
you or others. If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, excessive pressure or vacuum in the
fuel tank may damage the fuel system or cause the fuel Page Maintenance and care Avoid
getting fuel liquid in your eyes. If fuel is splashed in the eyes, remove contact lenses if worn ,
flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention. Failure to seek proper medical
attention could lead to permanent injury. Fuels can also be harmful if absorbed through the
skin. Page The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel tank or fuel system if
the correct genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is not used. The fuel system may be under
pressure. Page Maintenance and care If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, excessive
pressure or vacuum in the fuel tank may damage the fuel system or cause the fuel system to
work improperly in a collision, which may result in possible personal injury. Running out of fuel
Avoid running out fuel because this situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain
components. You must gather information as accurately and consistently as possible. Fuel
expense, frequency of fillups or fuel gauge readings are NOT accurate as a measure of fuel
economy. Page Use a known quality gasoline, preferably a national brand. Use the same side of
the same pump and have the vehicle facing the same direction each time you fill up. Have the
vehicle loading and distribution the same every time. Your results will be most accurate if your
filling method is consistent. Page Maintenance and care Driving style â€” good driving and fuel
economy habits Give consideration to the lists that follow and you may be able to change a
number of variables and improve your fuel economy. Page Combine errands and minimize
stop-and-go driving. Maintenance Keep tires properly inflated and use only recommended size.
Operating a vehicle with the wheels out of alignment will reduce fuel economy. Use
recommended engine oil. Refer to Lubricant Specifications. Perform all regularly scheduled
maintenance items. Page If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used for
maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting emission control, such
non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in performance and
durability. Page Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover.
The emission system heats up the engine compartment and exhaust system, which can start a
fire. Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from your hand
could cause the bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. Page Maintenance and
care To install the new bulb: 1. You may need to turn the bulb left or right to align the grooves in
the plastic base with the tabs in the lamp assembly. Page Maintenance and care 5. Carefully pull
the bulb straight out from the socket and push in the new bulb. To complete installation, follow
the removal procedure in reverse order. Page Maintenance and care 1. Rotate the foglamp bulb
counterclockwise and remove from foglamp the rear side of the foglamp is shown. Disconnect
the electrical connector from the foglamp bulb. Connect the electrical connector to the new
foglamp bulb. Page Map lamps For bulb replacement, see a qualified service technician or your
dealer. Using the right bulbs Function Tail lamp, brakelamp, turn lamp Park lamp, turn lamp,
side marker front Backup lamp License plate lamp High-mount brakelamp Headlamps Luggage
compartment lamp Dome lamp Map lamp Visor vanity lamp Page 6. Close the hood and turn off
the lamps. Page Maintenance and care Washing your vehicle Wash your vehicle regularly with
cold or lukewarm water. Never use strong detergents or soap. If your vehicle is particularly
dirty, use a quality car wash detergent. Always use a clean sponge, washing glove or similar
device and plenty of water for best results. Page Cover the highlighted areas to prevent water
damage when cleaning the engine. Never wash or rinse the engine while it is running; water in
the running engine may cause internal damage. Cleaning plastic exterior parts Use vinyl cleaner
for routine cleaning. Clean with a tar remover if necessary. Page Dry with a soft cloth. This mild
cleaner and special pad, cleans the leather and maintains its natural beauty. Follow the
instructions on the cleaner label. Page Convertible top and padded molding care To avoid
damage to the vinyl top and moldings, use only an approved Ford cleaner, or equivalent. Do not
use stiff bristle brushes or abrasive materials or cleaners. Hot waxes applied by commercial car
washes can affect the cleanability of vinyl material. Refer to Adding engine coolant, in the
Maintenance and Care chapter. Rear axle lubricants do not need to be checked or Page Service
refill capacity is determined by filling the transmission to the bottom of the filler hole with the
vehicle on a level surface. Page Add ml 4 oz. Ford design rear axles contain a synthetic
lubricant that does not require changing unless the axle has been submerged in water. Page
Capacities and specifications Page Certification Label The engine number the last eight
numbers of the vehicle identification number is stamped on the engine block, transmission,
frame and transfer case if equipped. Page Customer Assistance 80, km 50, miles on Lincoln
vehicles In the United States, you may purchase additional roadside assistance coverage

beyond this period through the Ford Auto Club by contacting your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer. Roadside assistance will cover: changing a flat tire Page There are several plans
available in various time, distance and deductible combinations which can be tailored to fit your
own driving needs. Ford ESP also offers reimbursement benefits for towing and rental
coverage. In Hawaii, rules vary. See your dealer for details. Page Ford. At Ford Motor Company
and Ford of Canada, we are dedicated to providing Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicle owners
with programs that will enhance your ownership experience and protect you from unexpected
repair bills. Page Customer assistance general manager of the dealership. In most cases, your
concern will be resolved at this level. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada dealerships also
carry genuine Ford parts and accessories, providing you with original equipment reliability.
Away from home The dealership Board member is chosen from Ford and Lincoln-Mercury
dealership management, recognized for their business leadership qualities. To properly review
your case, the Board needs the The decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in some
cases, on the dealer but not on consumers who are free to pursue other remedies available to
them under state or federal law. In the United States, using leaded fuel may also result in
difficulty importing your vehicle back into the U. For best results, use the following or products
of equivalent quality Ford accessories are warranted for up to 12 months or 20, km 12, miles on
all cars and light trucks and 12 months with unlimited distance on Page Customer assistance
Travel equipment Console Console armrest Daytime running lights Factory luggage rack
Factory luggage rack adaptors Fog li
2013 ford f150 water pump replacement
2008 gmc envoy owners manual
1974 corvette hood
ghts Framed luggage covers Heavy-duty battery Neutral towing transfer case kit Explorer 4.
Ford cannot assume responsibility for any adverse effects or damage that may result from the
use of such equipment. Page Monday-Friday a. Service Publications P. If NHTSA receives
similar complaints, it may open an investigation, and if it finds that a safety defect exists in a
group of vehicles, it may order a recall and remedy campaign. Page Index Air bag supplemental
restraint system Page Page Fluid capacities Page Index Infant seats see Safety seats Page
Power distribution box see Fuses Page Index Traction control Pull handle under the left side of
the instrument panel. Service refill capacity is determined by filling the transmission to the
bottom of the filler hole with the vehicle on a level surface. This manual is also suitable for:
mustang gt. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

